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This book covers the design and mechanics of smart antenna  systems and their compatibility with the worldwide wireless LAN  standard (IEEE 802.11). Included are applications for Wireless LANs,  terrestrial and satellite cellular systems, wireless data distribution  systems, and other advanced systems. In-depth coverage is provided on  utilizing smart antenna systems to increase network capacity, reduce  the effects of channel fading, extend antenna battery life, and  enhance the range of any wireless communications systems. The author  has also included a wide range of testbed experimental results on  diversity gain, LEO Iridium-like satellite emulation, as well as other  advanced topics such as MAC and PHY layers, dynamic slot assignment,  timing synchronization, and spatial signature properties of a smart  antenna system. Many of these topics are being presented for the first  time in an organized, readable book form.   Smart Antenna Systems and Wireless LANs is a timely book for  designers, engineers, and researchers of wireless communications  systems.

The material in this book is directly relevant to the design of
smart antenna systems in wireless communications, including other applications
besides wireless LANs such as terrestrial cellular systems,
satellite cellular systems, wireless data distribution systems, and any
advanced system that requires studies on the effects of advanced topics
such as channel propagation and beamforming. This book details how
smart antenna systems can be used to increase the capacity, decrease
the effects of fading, increase battery life, and increase the range (the
last two benefits due to the antenna diversity gain) of any wireless communications
system. Of course, this book is especially relevant to the
design of any wireless LAN system that wishes to utilize those benefits
from smart antennas.
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Medical Immunology (Virella, Medical Immunology)CRC Press, 2007

	With an abundance of illustrations, diagrams, and algorithms for a reader-friendly review of critical material, this Sixth Edition is fully updated and revised to clearly update and explore current diagnostic and clinical applications of immunology, as well as strategies for the modulation of immune response and the treatment of...
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Getting Started with Raspberry Pi (Make: Projects)O'Reilly, 2012

	
		What can you do with the Raspberry Pi, a $35 computer the size of a credit card? All sorts of things! If you’re learning how to program, or looking to build new electronic projects, this hands-on guide will show you just how valuable this flexible little platform can be.

	
		This book takes you step-by-step through...
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Chemical Analysis of Firearms, Ammunition, and Gunshot ResidueCRC Press, 2008
There are numerous detailed books on firearms available for enthusiasts, the vast majority of the books concentrating on the physical aspects of firearms. Very little has been published on the chemical aspects of firearms and ammunition and what has been published is sparse and fragmented in the literature. One of the reasons for this is that...
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AdvancED ActionScript Components: Mastering the Flash Component ArchitectureFriends of Ed, 2006
Macromedia's architecture is like a chest filled with precious jewels, and this book is quite simply the key to open it! One of the most important tools provided with Flash is the Macromedia Component Architecture: a framework of components written in ActionScript 2, based on established design patterns, that provides a wealth of functionality you...
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Mastering Linux Security and Hardening: Secure your Linux server and protect it from intruders, malware attacks, and other external threatsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A comprehensive guide to mastering the art of preventing your Linux system from getting compromised.

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage this guide to confidently deliver a system that reduces the risk of being hacked
	
			Perform a number of advanced Linux security techniques such as...
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The Relationship Advantage: Become a Trusted Advisor and Create Clients for LifeKaplan Business, 2003
In their new book, The Relationship Advantage: Become a Trusted Advisor and Create Clients for Life, consulting experts Tom Stevenson and Sam Barcus urge executives to concentrate on trust and share their insights into building it, sustaining it, translating it into profitable customer relationships.
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